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Mavro's Forms Solution Generates Smart Transactions
Mavro Does It Again ...
“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.” Stephen Hawking
Indeed, when needs change, industry leaders are quick to recognize new requirements
and take swift action to remain ahead of the pack. To that end, throughout its history,
Mavro has implemented numerous innovations and market firsts, which are embedded in
our MavBridge™ Product Suite. For example, many customers have been thrilled with
our Intelligent Check Separation and Smart Batching modules. But a new game changer
has arrived, and Mavro is eager to get the word out.
A few newsletters ago, we provided an update on the
significant labor improvements that our One-Touch
Processing with Smart Batching provides in our advanced
forms processing solutions. While this makes a significant
impact by delivering very measurable ROIs, transactions
still needed to be created during document prep or when
scanning in order to maximize the new process. Historically, using separator sheets or
other methods are tedious and labor intensive. As Mavro continues developing its
industry-leading OCR technology, our team is always on the lookout for inefficiencies
and ways to enhance productivity. In this newsletter, we introduce our latest module:
Smart Transaction Creation™.
Smart Transaction Creation™ leverages One-Touch Processing on a whole new level.
Now, the contents of entire envelopes or complete file folders can be scanned without
manual sorting and without the need to insert document separator sheets. MavBridge™
can create transaction boundaries automatically, using special forms classification and
intelligently incorporating all your business rules.
A recent deployment of Smart Transaction Creation™ drove a 40% productivity
improvement compared to the workflow used before Mavro’s solution was delivered. As
described by one of our customers, “Unlike our previous solution, with your system, we
currently run out of work just about every day!”
To learn more about MavBridge™ and our performance-crushing forms and OCR
capabilities, please send us a note at info@mavroimaging.com or give us a call at 609949-9010.

Mavro Achieves Another Record Year Integrating Opex
Scanners!
We are pleased to announce that Mavro has extended to 10 years its streak of
implementing Opex Scanners at the greatest number of new sites. We have just started
the next contest period and look forward to another strong performance through the end
of this year and into 2020!

Join Us at TC Tech 2019
The TC TECH Annual Conference runs from July 29 - August 1
in Jekyll Island, GA. In celebration of the 20th anniversary of
the event, please visit our Mavro expert and register for a
fantastic give-away!
Bob Frank will be demonstrating how Mavro’s remittance,
forms, and document imaging solutions have helped counties of
all sizes add flexibility, cost savings, and efficiency to their
operations.
Stop by! We’d love to discuss our latest automation techniques and enhancements with
you.

What We Do
Mavro provides a wide range of products and services from consulting to end-to-end
payment, forms, and document processing systems that will efficiently address your
unique challenges. If you are doing manual payment, forms, or document processing,
have an outdated system that needs to be replaced, or have an automated system that
needs to be made more efficient, contact Mavro Imaging.
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